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Praise for Geoffrey Hills newest collection
of poems:Without Title, his new collection,
combines the force and freedom of Hills
narrative verse with a renewed faith in his
masterly talents for form and wordplay.
The result is alarmingly good; a collection
of lyrics on the difficulties of ageing, the
problems of belief and the vagaries of
language bracketing a sequence of
pindarics in which Hill, ostensibly
responding to thoughts of the Italian poet
Cesare Pavese, meditates at length on both
their lives and considers the place of a poet
in the world.Tim Martin, Independent on
Sunday
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Bought A Car With No Title? Heres What To Do Next Well, normally, I would wake up in a cold sweat if I was even
DREAMING of buying a property without title insurance, lol. Having said that, if your father and Normally,
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